1.. Introduction {#s1}
================

A cell that is infected with standard virus, will produce progeny that is a mixture of infectious, functional virus---hereafter referred to as standard virus (STV)---and particles that are defective ([figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"}*a*) because viral replication is an error-prone process, especially for RNA viruses. Defective, virus-like particles that either cannot initiate infection or can but are replication-incompetent are referred to as defective particles. If these defective particles do not interfere with STV replication, they are called defective non-interfering particles \[[@RSIF20160412C1]\] ([figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"}*b*). By contrast, defective particles that can initiate infection, but are replication-incompetent in a manner that causes them to interfere with STV replication, are known as defective interfering particles (DIPs) ([figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"}*c*). The properties of DIPs have been enumerated in \[[@RSIF20160412C2]\]. Namely, they resemble STV because they are composed of the same structural proteins, they contain an incomplete copy of the viral genome, and they require STV to replicate. Figure 1.Process of standard virus yield suppression by DIPs. (*a*) A cell infected by standard (non-defective) influenza A virus (STV) yields virus progeny comprising STV, DIPs and defective non-interfering particles. (*b*) Defective non-interfering particles are either unable to enter susceptible cells, or can enter cells but are replication-incompetent in a manner that does not interfere with further infection by STV. (*c*) By contrast, DIPs can infect cells, but only upon additional infection with STV can the co-infected cell produce progeny, though DIPs will be produced at the expense of STV in these cells, resulting in suppression of STV yield.

Owing to differences in the mechanisms of infection and replication of different viruses, what constitutes a DIP, i.e. the factors that can cause a defective particle to interfere with the replication of its STV counterpart, will vary across viruses. Herein, our results and analyses focus on DIPs in the context of the influenza A virus. Influenza A virions have a segmented genome comprising eight negative-sense viral RNA (vRNA) segments packed within a capsid, enveloped by a host membrane containing embedded viral proteins. An influenza A DIP is identical to its STV counterpart, however, at least one of its eight vRNA segments have been replaced by a defective interfering (DI) vRNA segment (for a review, refer to \[[@RSIF20160412C3]\]). When interference has been observed, influenza A DI vRNAs were shown to contain a large internal deletion making them shorter than their corresponding full-length parent segment \[[@RSIF20160412C4]\]. Influenza A DI vRNAs originating from vRNA segments that encode for viral polymerase (PB2, PB1 and/or PA) have been observed most frequently \[[@RSIF20160412C4],[@RSIF20160412C5]\], though influenza A DI vRNAs originating from other segments have also been observed \[[@RSIF20160412C6]\].

On short timescales, the dynamics of DIPs is governed by two processes shown in [figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"}: de novo generation ([figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"}*a*) and their amplification ([figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"}*c*). A cell infected only by an influenza A DIP with a truncated polymerase vRNA segment cannot produce de novo functional viral polymerase, such that the virus replication cycle cannot be completed and will not yield any virus progeny. Upon co-infection with influenza A STV, the full-length polymerase vRNA segment contributed by the STV will be translated into functional viral polymerase, which will proceed to replicate and transcribe all segments contributed by the DIP, including its shortened DI polymerase segment, thereby successfully completing the virus replication cycle to produce progeny. It is hypothesized that more copies of the shorter influenza A DI segment are produced per unit time than the full-length segment, and that the greater number of DI segments sequesters intracellular resources, inhibiting STV replication \[[@RSIF20160412C7]\]. As reviewed in \[[@RSIF20160412C8]\], there are still many open questions about the mechanism of influenza A DIP interference, and the length advantage of influenza A DI vRNA is not the sole explanation for interference. For example, it has been shown that influenza A DI vRNAs are packaged more efficiently than standard vRNA \[[@RSIF20160412C9],[@RSIF20160412C10]\]. Ultimately, a cell co-infected by influenza A DIPs and STV will produce mainly progeny DIPs at the expense of STV, resulting in significant suppression of influenza A STV yield.

As the suppression of influenza A STV yield by DIPs requires the co-infection of a cell by both an STV and a DIP, the effect of DIPs is thought to be significant only in assays where the likelihood of a co-infection event is high. An experiment conducted at low multiplicity of infection (MOI), e.g. with an inoculum containing one virion per 100 000 cells, is unlikely to result in any one cell receiving two or more virions. Inoculation at a high MOI, e.g. 4 plaque forming units (PFU) per cell, however, will result in a large number of co-infected cells. This is why the presence of DIPs in an inoculum of high MOI causes a significant reduction in STV yield compared with one of low MOI. This can be seen in [figure 2](#RSIF20160412F2){ref-type="fig"} where an influenza A virus infection conducted with a high MOI resulted in a 5000-fold reduction in peak STV concentration but the same total (STV + defective) particle peak concentration compared with that observed for the same experiment conducted at a low MOI. Others have also observed a reduction in influenza A STV yield due to DIPs, with no decrease in the total influenza A particles produced \[[@RSIF20160412C12],[@RSIF20160412C13]\]. Figure 2.The presence of DIPs is only evident at high STV MOI. The concentration of STV (*a*) and total (STV + DIP + defective non-interfering) particles (*b*) were measured at various time points over the course of two *in vitro* infection experiments with the 2009 pandemic influenza A/Québec/144147/09 (H1N1) virus strain. The curves are the result of a previously reported mathematical analysis of these infections \[[@RSIF20160412C11]\]. Both experiments were performed at the same time, in the same manner, differing only in the concentration of STV in the initial inoculum, with one conducted at a low MOI of 10^−5^ PFU per cell (grey), and the other at a high MOI of 4 PFU per cell (blue). While the peak total particles for both infections was 10^11^ vRNA ml^−1^ (*b*), a 5000-fold drop in the STV peak is observed (*a*) for infection with a high MOI. It is typically assumed that this reduction in STV yield is evidence of the presence of DIPs in the STV stock.

Even in an assay initiated with a highly diluted inoculum infecting only a few cells, a high rate of virion production by these cells might, at least transiently, lead to a high virus concentration in their immediate vicinity. This high local concentration could, theoretically, result in the co-infection of at least some cells. Therefore, the presence of DIPs in a sample, even in assays inoculated with a low MOI, has the potential to impact conclusions drawn from measurements of STV. For example, when comparing the virulence of strains A and B, observing lower STV yield for strain A would be thought to indicate a lower virulence. On the other hand, the lower STV yield could be due to the presence of a large proportion of DIPs in the sample for strain A which would otherwise exhibit STV yields similar to, or even greater than, that of strain B. To avoid such confounding effects, it is thought that passaging virus samples at low MOI, especially in combination with plaque purification \[[@RSIF20160412C8],[@RSIF20160412C14]\], can reduce the proportion of DIPs in samples to sufficiently low levels so as not to interfere with common assays.

Influenza A DIPs differ from their STV counterpart only in a deletion in one of the eight influenza A vRNA segments, which are packed into the same capsid, enveloped by the same host membrane, with the same embedded proteins. This minor difference between influenza A DIPs and STV is insufficient to allow for their separation and quantification based on physical characteristics (e.g. appearance, weight, volume, charge), an issue common also to other viruses \[[@RSIF20160412C15]--[@RSIF20160412C19]\]. For this reason, in 1959, Bellett & Cooper \[[@RSIF20160412C20]\] (hereafter, B&C) introduced an assay whose data can be used to compute, rather than directly measure, the content of DIPs in a sample by indirectly inferring their concentration based on the observed reduction in STV yield they cause. To this day, the B&C assay and variations thereof which rely on the same principles and assumptions, continue to be the primary manner by which DIPs are quantified \[[@RSIF20160412C21]--[@RSIF20160412C23]\]. Much of what is thought to be known about DIPs and the methodologies developed to mitigate their impact are based on inferences drawn from these indirect quantifications. Unfortunately, when performing different variations of the B&C assay, others have commonly observed deviations of their experimental data from the theoretical trend predicted by the B&C method \[[@RSIF20160412C16],[@RSIF20160412C20],[@RSIF20160412C21],[@RSIF20160412C24]--[@RSIF20160412C26]\]. This indicates that, at least under some conditions, the B&C calculation is invalid and its use could lead to incorrect conclusions about the presence of DIPs in a virus sample, or misguided inferences about their impact under certain assay conditions.

In this work, we revisit the B&C assay in the context of influenza A DIPs. We evaluate the extent of its validity using a mathematical model for influenza A virus infection that explicitly accounts for DIPs. We identify the assumptions made by B&C in computing the concentration of DIPs based on the reduction in infectious STV yield. We establish conditions under which the B&C assay must be performed for these assumptions to hold true. We also provide explanations and possible remedies for deviations of experimental observations in the B&C assay from the trend predicted theoretically by the B&C calculation.

2.. Results {#s2}
===========

2.1.. Theoretical basis and failure of the Bellett & Cooper assay {#s2a}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In 1959, B&C performed an assay, which exploits the reduction of STV yield observed in the presence of DIPs, to determine the concentration of DIPs in a sample of vesicular stomatitis virus (VSV). They infected parallel cell cultures with an inoculum consisting of a known, fixed concentration of a pure, DIP-free standard VSV stock, mixed with increasing dilutions of a sample containing an unknown concentration of standard VSV and DIPs. The results of this important experiment are shown in [figure 3](#RSIF20160412F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*, where a marked decrease in the STV yield can be seen for increasing concentrations of their DIP-containing VSV sample. From these data, the authors concluded that, at their chosen volume of inoculum per cell, their undiluted sample contained DIPs at an MOI of 4 DIPs per cell. Their conclusion relies on a number of simple, but seemingly reasonable steps. Figure 3.Counting of DIPs in the B&C 1959 assay. (*a*) In the B&C experiment, parallel cell cultures were incubated for 1 h with an inoculum containing a fixed, known concentration of a DIP-free standard VSV stock plus increasing dilutions of a VSV sample of unknown DIP concentration, and then rinsed. The STV yield (in PFU ml^−1^) in the cell cultures\' supernatant was determined at 20 h post-rinsing, and expressed relative to the STV yield in the absence of DIPs (*y*-axis) as a function of decreasing dilutions (increasing DIP doses, *x*-axis) of the virus sample (data taken from [figure 1](#RSIF20160412F1){ref-type="fig"} in \[[@RSIF20160412C20]\]). (*b*) When inoculating nine cells with 4 STV (PFU, green) and 10 DIPs (red), a percentage of cells will not be infected while others will be infected by one or more STV and/or DIP. These percentages follow a Poisson process and can be computed (see electronic supplementary material, section S5) for any number of PFU and DIPs in an inoculum. Assuming that only cells infected by STV alone produce STV, a relative STV yield of 37% when the sample is diluted in a ratio of 1 : 4 (25%) is thought to indicate that the sample DIP MOI was 1 DIP per cell at this dilution, or 4 DIPs per cell when undiluted.

As illustrated in [figure 3](#RSIF20160412F3){ref-type="fig"}*b*, given a particular MOI of DIP and STV per cell, the distribution of these particles within a population of cells is statistically described by the Poisson distribution. Hence, from the number of each type of infecting particle (STV, DIP) it is possible to theoretically calculate the fraction of cells infected only with DIPs or STV, co-infected by both, or uninfected (for this calculation, see electronic supplementary material, section S5). For example, inoculating cells with 4 PFU per cell and no DIPs will result in 98% of cells infected by STV alone, while inoculating with 4 PFU per cell + 1 DIP per cell will result in 36% STV-only infected cells, or 37% of that in the absence of DIPs. B&C further assume that the STV yield is proportional to the fraction of STV-only infected cells, i.e. they assume that STV-only infected cells are the sole significant producers of STV. Thus, according to B&C, the reduction in STV yield corresponds directly to an equal reduction in the number of STV-only infected cells due to co-infection by DIPs. This reasoning was exploited by B&C to relate the STV yield reduction to the reduction in the number of STV-only infected cells, i.e. cells that received one or more STV but received no DIPs, and in turn relating that number to the number of DIPs in the infecting inoculum based on the Poisson distribution, e.g. an infectious virus yield that is 37% of that in the absence of DIPs implies that cells were inoculated at a DIP MOI of 1 DIP per cell.

According to the Poisson distribution, on which B&C\'s reasoning relies, the fraction of STV-only infected cells, and thus the STV yield, should decrease exponentially as the number of DIPs in the inoculum is increased. When expressing the relative STV yield on a logarithmic scale versus the linear increase in dose of DIPs received, as in [figure 3](#RSIF20160412F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*, the data points should fall on a straight line with a slope equal to the DIP MOI (DIP per cell) of the undiluted sample. Thus, having performed the B&C assay to produce the graph shown in [figure 3](#RSIF20160412F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*, the DIP MOI of a sample can be determined either directly from the slope of this graph or by taking the reciprocal of the sample dilution factor at which the relative infectious virus yield is 37%, e.g. in [figure 3](#RSIF20160412F3){ref-type="fig"}*a*, the reciprocal of 25% or 1/4 = 4 DIPs per cell.

However, even in B&C\'s original publication, the same assay was performed using different DIP-containing VSV samples, in conjunction with varying STV MOIs, and yielded data that did not follow a straight line on a logarithmic-linear plot, as shown in [figure 4](#RSIF20160412F4){ref-type="fig"}*a*. Although the data clearly disagreed with their theoretical prediction, the authors calculated the undiluted samples\' DIP MOI from the reciprocal of the sample dilution factor at 37% relative STV yield. More recently, Marcus *et al*. used the B&C assay to count DIPs in different influenza A virus samples \[[@RSIF20160412C21]\]. Again, despite marked deviations of their data from the theoretically predicted trend, Marcus *et al*. calculated the sample\'s DIP MOI from the reciprocal of the sample dilution factor corresponding to a 37% relative STV yield, as shown in [figure 4](#RSIF20160412F4){ref-type="fig"}*b*. If the experimental data obtained by performing the B&C assay deviate from the theoretically predicted behaviour, is the DIP MOI they yield still accurate? Answering this question requires an understanding of the conditions that give rise to these deviations so as to either avoid them or modify B&C\'s assumptions and expand their theoretical framework to account for them. Figure 4.Experimental deviation from the theoretical predictions of B&C. Data do not follow the exponential relationship (which should appear as a straight line on these graphs) theoretically predicted by B&C, though this deviation is due to different factors in each case. (*a*) B&C assay applied to VSV where the lines correspond to different STV MOI of the stock DIP-free virus. (Reproduced with added highlighting from \[[@RSIF20160412C20]\] (Copyright 1959, Microbiology Society).) (*b*) B&C assay applied to quantify DIPs in an influenza A virus sample using different DIP-free virus stocks. (Reproduced with permission from \[[@RSIF20160412C21]\] (Copyright 2009, American Society for Microbiology).) Despite this, the authors estimate the DIP MOI of the samples using the reciprocal of the sample concentration corresponding to a 37% relative infectious virus yield (highlighted).

2.2.. A mathematical model of influenza A STV and DIP infection kinetics {#s2b}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

The calculation behind the B&C assay stems from a static view of infection; it overlooks the kinetics of virus attachment, replication and release, and how these affect a cell\'s susceptibility to re-infection. To explore these aspects of infection and determine how they can manifest in a B&C assay, we employed a mathematical model for influenza A STV and DIPs, with emphasis on the details of co-infection. The mathematical model, illustrated in [figure 5](#RSIF20160412F5){ref-type="fig"}, takes a mesoscopic view of infection, describing only quantities of particles and cells in various states. Hereafter, we will refer to this new mathematical model as the LIB (Liao, Iwami and Beauchemin) model. Figure 5.Mathematical model for the kinetics of influenza A virus infection in the presence of DIPs. (*a*) The standard branch of infection depicts the progression of an STV-infected cell through an eclipse phase (infected but not yet producing STV) followed by an infectious phase (infected and STV-producing). (*b*) The co-infection branch shows a DIP-infected cell in an arrested state, until co-infection by STV, which triggers its progression through the eclipse phase, and infectious phase wherein the DIP + STV co-infected cell can produce DIPs, but possibly also STV progeny. Two key aspects of DIP co-infection are highlighted (blue): the fraction of progeny STV produced by co-infected cells (*ɛ*), and the co-infection window, i.e. the time after entering the eclipse phase at which an STV-infected cell ceases to be susceptible to further infection.

In the LIB model, uninfected cells can be infected by STV. Cells newly infected by STV are not yet able to produce STV for a length of time called the eclipse phase. At the end of the eclipse phase, STV-infected cells produce progeny STV for a length of time called the infectious phase, until the cells die. Uninfected cells can also be infected by DIPs, and enter an arrested state. Arrested cells remain in that state forever, or until they are co-infected by STV. Herein, the term co-infected cell will be used to refer only to a cell that has been infected by no less than one STV and one DIP, but does not refer to cells super-infected by more than one STV and no DIPs. Like STV-infected cells, cells co-infected with DIP + STV proceed through an eclipse phase during which they produce no STV, and after which they will produce progeny for some time until cell death. The mathematical details of the LIB model are provided in the electronic supplementary material, section S5.

The standard, DIP-free branch of the LIB model ([figure 5](#RSIF20160412F5){ref-type="fig"}*a*) has been used and extensively validated for influenza A virus infections \[[@RSIF20160412C11],[@RSIF20160412C27]--[@RSIF20160412C29]\]. In order to explicitly capture influenza A virus infection kinetics in the presence of DIPs, the model was expanded ([figure 5](#RSIF20160412F5){ref-type="fig"}*b*) to incorporate two important aspects of DIP co-infection: the co-infection window, and the fraction of progeny STV produced by a co-infected cell. The co-infection window is defined as the duration post-infection for which a newly influenza A STV-infected cell remains susceptible to co-infection by DIPs. The LIB model allows for the co-infection window to vary in length from 0 h up to, and not exceeding, the length of the eclipse phase. In principle, the co-infection window could extend beyond the end of the eclipse phase, i.e. beyond the time at which a cell has begun producing and releasing STV. This is not the case for infection with influenza A STV, as explained in the electronic supplementary material, section S1.

The co-infection window introduces a second route to co-infection, i.e. STV-first, followed by DIP. It is important to note that the co-infection window in the LIB model is only defined for co-infection by STV-then-DIP, and not DIP-then-STV. In the case of the latter, the LIB model assumes that DIP-only infected cells will remain in the arrested state forever (infinitely long co-infection window), until they are co-infected by STV. This asymmetry arises because the LIB model is constructed with influenza A DIPs in mind, and assumes DIPs contain a large deletion in one of the vRNA segments that encode viral polymerase. If the LIB model considered DIPs containing DI vRNAs of other gene segments, the timing of co-infection with DIP-then-STV could require its own co-infection window, like that for STV-then-DIP. For example, if the defect in DIPs was such that their replication could proceed to shutdown vRNA synthesis, delayed co-infection by DIP-then-STV could abolish production of both progeny, as was explored via a mathematical model in \[[@RSIF20160412C30]\].

The other important aspect of DIP co-infection is the fraction of progeny STV produced by co-infected cells. In the LIB model, this is controlled by a fraction *ɛ* which can take a value between 0 (co-infected cells produce only DIPs) and 1 (co-infected cells produce only STV). The LIB model assumes *ɛ* is independent of the number of infecting STV and DIP. However, such a dependence might be warranted if the number of infecting particles could reverse DIP-mediated interference for influenza A virus, as suggested in \[[@RSIF20160412C31]\]. In electronic supplementary material, section S2, we explain why the experimental results in \[[@RSIF20160412C31]\] do not provide definitive evidence for the reversal of DIP interference, hence this process is neglected in the LIB model. Throughout our work below, co-infected cells are assumed to exclusively produce DIPs (*ɛ* = 0), unless otherwise stated.

Finally, because the duration of incubation prior to rinsing of the inoculum, the rate of infection, virus diffusion, affinity for cells, etc., are all factors that affect the measured infectivity of an STV or DIP in a sample, infectivity is an inherently relative quantitative measure. For the purpose of the present work, when we refer to a sample as containing 0.01 PFU per cell, we mean one that results in the infection of 1% of cells *in the context of that experiment*, given the virus infection rate or affinity, its rate of loss of infectivity and the incubation time if the inoculum is rinsed. Similarly, we describe a sample as containing 0.01 DIPs per cell if it results in 1% of cells becoming DIP-only or DIP + STV infected *in the context of that same experiment*.

2.3.. Effect of the co-infection window {#s2c}
---------------------------------------

In [figure 6](#RSIF20160412F6){ref-type="fig"}*a*, the LIB model was used to simulate the B&C assay by infecting cells with an inoculum of DIP-free STV stock at 4 PFU per cell plus varying dilutions of an example sample at 8 DIPs per cell when undiluted. The co-infection window length is varied from 0 h (i.e. a cell infected by STV first cannot be co-infected by DIP) to the length of the eclipse phase, 6.6 h in this example (i.e. a cell infected by STV first remains susceptible to co-infection by DIP right up until it starts to produce and release STV). As the length of the co-infection window is increased, the slope of the simulated data increases, causing the estimate for the number of DIPs in the example sample based on the B&C calculation to increase. Therefore, the length of the co-infection window relative to the eclipse length has an important impact on the DIP MOI estimated using the B&C assay. Figure 6.Impact of the co-infection window in the B&C assay. (*a*) Simulated B&C assay using the LIB model for cells infected with an inoculum of DIP-free influenza A STV stock at 4 PFU per cell and varying dilutions of an example sample containing 8 DIPs per cell when undiluted. The various lines correspond to various co-infection window lengths. (*b*) The B&C estimate for the fraction of STV-only infectious cells (dashed line) compared against the actual number predicted by the LIB model (solid line) for various co-infection window lengths (inoculum = 4 PFU per cell + 8 DIP per cell). (*c*) For a short co-infection window, cells that receive at least one PFU will immediately exclude co-infection by DIPs. For a long co-infection window, cells remain susceptible to co-infection long enough to be co-infected by DIP progeny rather than only by the initial inoculum. For an intermediate window, the Poisson distribution on which B&C rely correctly accounts for the relationship between the initial infecting inoculum and STV yield. The B&C estimate is valid for co-infection windows from 1.5 h to 4.3 h given an eclipse phase of 6.6 h.

To better understand how the co-infection window can cause deviations from the theoretically predicted trend in the B&C assay, the LIB model was used to simulate an influenza A virus infection with inoculum MOIs of 4 PFU per cell + 8 DIPs per cell ([figure 6](#RSIF20160412F6){ref-type="fig"}*b*). The Poisson distribution---exploited by B&C to relate inoculum content to the fraction of STV-only infected cells---predicts the fraction of STV-only infected cells, given the inoculum, to be 3.29 × 10^−4^, with no consideration or accounting for the length of the co-infection window. At intermediate co-infection window lengths---1.5 h--4.3 h for a 6.6 h eclipse length---the B&C assay provides an accurate count of the inoculum DIP MOI. However, when the co-infection window is either very short or very long relative to the eclipse phase, B&C\'s prediction based on the Poisson distribution disagrees with the fraction of STV-only infected cells simulated with the LIB model, and yields an incorrect estimate of the inoculum DIP MOI.

The two separate processes responsible for the disagreement for very short and long co-infection windows are depicted in [figure 6](#RSIF20160412F6){ref-type="fig"}*c*. With the shortest co-infection window (0 h), infection with DIP-then-STV will result in co-infection, but infection with STV-then-DIP, is prevented. In their use of the Poisson distribution, B&C assume that the order of infection (DIP followed by STV or STV followed by DIP) is not important. While it is easy to account for and correct this theoretically for a co-infection window of 0 h, it becomes increasingly complicated for non-zero co-infection window lengths because the timing of the DIP infection after STV infection becomes relevant. As shorter co-infection windows lead to fewer co-infected cells, and more STV-only infected cells producing greater STV yields, the use of the B&C assay will result in an *underestimation* of the true DIP MOI. On the other hand, when the co-infection window is almost as long as the eclipse phase, the first cells to be infected by the inoculum will begin producing progeny while the last cells to be infected remain susceptible to co-infection such that a number of these cells will be co-infected by the DIP progeny of cells infected early. B&C account only for infection by the initial inoculum, and not for secondary infection from the progeny. Long co-infection windows will result in more co-infected cells, fewer STV-only infected cells, and therefore less STV yields than predicted by B&C. As such, use of B&C with viruses that have a long co-infection window will result in an *overestimation* of the true DIP MOI of the sample.

2.4.. Length of an influenza A virus co-infection window {#s2d}
--------------------------------------------------------

Given this restriction on the validity of the B&C method, i.e. that the co-infection window is of intermediate length relative to the eclipse phase, it is necessary to determine a STV\'s co-infection window length prior to using the B&C assay to ensure the latter will yield a correct estimate. In 1978, Nayak *et al*. performed an experiment with influenza A STV and DIPs, which provides a good estimate of the co-infection window length \[[@RSIF20160412C12]\]. Cell cultures were inoculated with a DIP-free, influenza A STV stock (1 PFU per cell, adsorbed for 30 min), and at various times prior to, concurrent with, or after, were inoculated again with a sample containing a high MOI of DIPs (approx. 0.004 PFU per cell + 4 DIPs per cell, adsorbed for 30 min). At 14 h after inoculation with the DIP-free STV stock, the supernatant was harvested for subsequent quantification of the STV yield.

In order to identify the co-infection window for influenza A STV from the data generated by Nayak *et al*., the LIB model was fitted to the dataset, as shown in [figure 7](#RSIF20160412F7){ref-type="fig"}. The fitting procedure identified a 3.5 h co-infection window, which is an intermediate length relative to the eclipse length, estimated as 7.1 h based on these data. Hence, the co-infection window of this influenza A STV strain makes it suitable for use of the B&C assay to obtain accurate estimates of the DIP MOI. This result is discussed further in electronic supplementary material, section S1. To obtain a more accurate estimate for the co-infection window, this experiment should be performed using a higher MOI of DIP-free STV inoculum at 4 PFU per cell (see electronic supplementary material, section S5). Figure 7.The length of the co-infection window for influenza A virus. Cells were infected with a DIP-free, influenza A STV stock at approximately 1 PFU per cell, followed by the addition of a DIP-containing sample at approximately 2 DIPs per cell at various times post-infection (*x*-axis). The STV yield is sampled 14 h after infection with the STV stock, and expressed relative to the STV yield from an STV stock-only (DIP-free) infection (*y*-axis). The best fit of the LIB model to the data taken from [figure 9](#RSIF20160412F9){ref-type="fig"} in Nayak *et al*. \[[@RSIF20160412C12]\] identifies a 3.5 h co-infection window, relative to a 7.1 h eclipse length (for fitting details, see electronic supplementary material, section S5).

2.5.. Effect of allowing co-infected cells to produce progeny STV {#s2e}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

The calculation behind the B&C assay relies on the assumption that cells co-infected with DIP + STV will produce only DIPs, and no STV progeny. In [figure 8](#RSIF20160412F8){ref-type="fig"}, the B&C STV yield reduction assay is simulated using the LIB model as the fraction of STV progeny produced by co-infected cells, *ɛ*, is varied from 10^−5^ to 0.1 STV (PFU) produced per DIP, or 10 to 100 000 DIPs produced per STV (PFU). Figure 8.Impact of non-negligible STV yield by co-infected cells in the B&C assay. Simulated B&C assay using the LIB model for cells infected with an inoculum of DIP-free influenza A STV stock at 4 PFU per cell and varying dilutions of an example sample containing 8 DIPs per cell when undiluted. The various lines correspond to various fractions, *ɛ*, of STV per DIP produced by co-infected cells. For STV production by co-infected cells below 1 PFU per 1000 DIPs (*ɛ* = 10^−3^), the deviation from the theoretically predicted trend for the B&C curve is relatively small, i.e. it probably would not be statistically significant given the typical experimental uncertainty in STV yield measurements, and should yield reasonably accurate estimates for the DIP MOI of a sample.

With more STV progeny produced per DIP by co-infected cells (larger *ɛ*), the B&C curve bends upwards and a saturation in the STV yield reduction is observed. Saturation is attained when the DIP dose is sufficient to co-infect all cells, and the saturation value is equal to the fraction of STV produced per DIP by co-infected cells, *ɛ*. With fewer STV progeny produced by co-infected cells (smaller *ɛ*), the B&C curve is more consistent with its theoretically predicted/assumed linear trend (i.e. no saturation). As experimental variability in measurements of STV yield is typically greater than half an order of magnitude, the production of less than 10^−3^ PFU per DIP by co-infected cells would probably yield a B&C curve that is statistically indistinguishable from, i.e. looks consistent with, the theoretically predicted trend which assumes no STV yield by co-infected cells. Thus, use of the B&C assay---and its assumption that co-infected cells produce no STV progeny---should provide a reasonable estimate of the DIP MOI of a sample as long as co-infected cells produce no more than 1 PFU per 1000 progeny DIPs produced.

2.6.. STV production by cells co-infected by influenza A STV and DIP {#s2f}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

In [figure 2](#RSIF20160412F2){ref-type="fig"}, the presence of DIPs in a high MOI infection with a 2009 influenza A H1N1 pandemic virus strain was shown to decrease peak STV titre by 5000-fold relative to an infection inoculated at low MOI. To reproduce the effect seen in this experiment, two infections were simulated with the LIB model: one receiving 4 PFU per cell and no DIPs, the other receiving 4 PFU per cell and an unknown DIP MOI. The STV peak from the DIP-containing infection relative to that of the DIP-free infection was computed and compared with the 2 × 10^−4^ (1/5000) relative peak drop observed with the 2009 influenza A H1N1 pandemic virus strain sample. In [figure 9](#RSIF20160412F9){ref-type="fig"}, this relative STV peak is shown as a function of the possible DIP MOI in the sample, under various assumptions regarding the fraction of STV progeny produced by co-infected cells. Figure 9.STV produced by cells co-infected with influenza A STV and DIPs. The simulated relative STV peak (*y*-axis) as a function of the possible, unknown DIP MOI in the 2009 influenza A H1N1 pandemic virus sample (*x*-axis). The various lines correspond to various fractions of STV produced by DIP + STV co-infected cells. The experimentally observed ([figure 2](#RSIF20160412F2){ref-type="fig"}) relative STV peak of 2 × 10^−4^ is indicated (horizontal dashed line) along with its 95% CI (horizontal grey bar). Cells co-infected with this 2009 influenza A pandemic STV + DIP would have to produce no more than 1 PFU per 10 000 DIPs (*ɛ* ≤ 10^−4^) in order to reproduce the relative STV peak observed experimentally, and the MOI of DIPs in the inoculum was likely approximately 8.5 DIPs per cell (vertical dashed line indicating where the curves cross the horizontal dashed line).

When co-infected cells are assumed to exclusively produce DIPs, an initial inoculum containing 8.5 (7.5 DIPs per cell--9.7 DIPs per cell) is required to match the experimentally observed relative STV peak. Given that the inoculum contained 4 PFU per cell, the experimental sample of 2009 influenza A pandemic virus used to inoculate the infections shown in [figure 2](#RSIF20160412F2){ref-type="fig"} probably contained 1.88 DIPs per PFU--2.43 DIPs per PFU, or about twice as many DIPs than PFU.

If co-infected cells do indeed produce some STV progeny, they would have to produce less than 1 PFU for every 10^4^ progeny DIPs (*ɛ* ≤ 10^−4^) in order to reproduce the observed relative STV peak. Hence, cells co-infected with this influenza A STV + DIP could not produce more than 1 PFU for every 10^4^ progeny DIPs, a level of STV production that is negligible in the context of the B&C assay, as shown in [figure 8](#RSIF20160412F8){ref-type="fig"}. Thus, use of the B&C assay should be appropriate to estimate the DIP MOI for this influenza A virus strain (A/Québec/144147/09 (H1N1)) because it produces less than the 1 PFU per 1000 progeny DIPs required for the B&C assay to remain accurate. This result is discussed further in electronic supplementary material, section S1.

2.7.. Effect of using STV stock at low MOI to perform the B&C assay {#s2g}
-------------------------------------------------------------------

Herein, thus far, the following requirements have been identified to ensure the B&C assay is suitable to accurately quantify DIPs: (i) a co-infection window of intermediate length relative to the eclipse phase and (ii) cells co-infected with DIP + STV must produce fewer than 1 PFU for every 1000 progeny DIPs. Our analysis of experiments performed with various influenza A viruses suggests that this virus does appear to meet these requirements. Yet, in [figure 4](#RSIF20160412F4){ref-type="fig"}, important deviations from the theoretically predicted linear trend can be observed for the B&C assay performed by Marcus *et al*. to quantify influenza A DIPs \[[@RSIF20160412C21]\]. Thus, there must be additional criteria to be met in order for the B&C assay to function properly. In \[[@RSIF20160412C21]\], Marcus *et al*. cite the findings of Akkina *et al*. \[[@RSIF20160412C31]\]---namely, the reversal of DIP-mediated interference at high STV MOIs (see electronic supplementary material, section S2)---to justify conducting their B&C assay with a low MOI of 0.3 PFU per cell, rather than a high MOI, of their relatively DIP-free STV stock (obtained by passaging at low MOI). Unfortunately, such a low STV MOI leaves 74% (e^−0.3^ × 100%) of cells uninfected by STV, and thus remaining susceptible to infection by the DIP and STV progeny from a second cycle of infection. As discussed above, the B&C calculation relies exclusively on the content of the inoculum and does not account for infections resulting from a second cycle of infection.

In [figure 10](#RSIF20160412F10){ref-type="fig"}*a*, the B&C assay is simulated for infections inoculated with varying MOIs of the DIP-free STV stock plus a series of dilutions of an example sample, which contains 8 DIPs per cell when undiluted. The simulations assume a 3 h co-infection window, relative to the 6.6 h eclipse length, and assume that co-infected cells exclusively produce DIPs, i.e. produce no STV (*ɛ* = 0). As the STV MOI in the DIP-free STV stock is decreased, the simulated B&C assay deviates from the theoretically predicted linear trend at low DIP doses, i.e. at high dilutions of the DIP-containing sample being measured. The desired linear trend, yielding a correct DIP count, is obtained when using a DIP-free STV stock of 4 PFU per cell, but not for STV MOIs at, or below, 1 PFU per cell. When using a DIP-free STV stock at MOIs that are too low, the B&C assay *always overestimates* the DIP MOI in the sample. As shown in [figure 10](#RSIF20160412F10){ref-type="fig"}*b*, at an STV stock MOI of 2.5 PFU per cell used by B&C \[[@RSIF20160412C20]\], the B&C assay overestimates the DIP MOI by approximately 10%, or 1.1-fold, an error that is probably smaller than the experimental uncertainty expected in an actual experiment. At the STV MOI of 0.3 PFU per cell used by Marcus *et al*. \[[@RSIF20160412C21]\], the overestimate would be no less than 1600%, or at least 17 times larger than the true DIP MOI in the sample. Generally, when using the B&C assay to estimate the MOI of DIPs in a sample containing a high MOI of DIPs (at least more than 0.1 DIPs per cell undiluted), a DIP-free STV stock MOI of no less than 3 PFU per cell should be used to keep the error in the estimate below 5%. Otherwise, if the sample contains a low MOI of DIPs (less than 0.1 DIPs per cell undiluted), then an even higher DIP-free STV stock MOI is needed to keep the error in the estimate around 5%, as shown in [figure 10](#RSIF20160412F10){ref-type="fig"}*b*. Figure 10.Impact of the STV MOI of the DIP-free STV stock. (*a*) Simulated B&C assay for inoculation with serial dilutions of an example sample containing 8 DIPs per cell when undiluted, plus a DIP-free STV stock. The various lines correspond to various MOIs of the DIP-free STV stock used in conducting the assay. (*b*) The relative per cent error in the DIP MOI estimated using the B&C assay---when computed from the reciprocal of the sample dilution at 37% relative STV yield---as a function of the DIP-free STV stock MOI used. The various lines correspond to the actual DIP MOIs in the undiluted sample being evaluated through the B&C assay. The B&C assay is most accurate (error less than 5%) for high DIP sample (more than 0.1 DIPs per cell) and STV stock (more than 3 PFU per cell) MOIs.

The causes of curvature are summarized in electronic supplementary material, section S4, which includes an explanation of the B&C assay\'s sensitivity to the DIP MOI of the sample (electronic supplementary material, section S3).

3.. Discussion {#s3}
==============

In 1959, B&C developed an *in vitro* assay to quantify DIPs. The calculations underlying B&C\'s method dictate that the assay curve be a decreasing straight line, i.e. there should be a linear relationship between the logarithm of the quantity with which DIPs interfere (B&C used the infectious STV yield) as a function of increasing DIP dose. From this linear relationship, the DIP MOI of an unknown sample can be estimated. In many publications making use of interference assays based on the B&C assay, the assay data do not follow the requisite linear trend \[[@RSIF20160412C16],[@RSIF20160412C20],[@RSIF20160412C21],[@RSIF20160412C24]--[@RSIF20160412C26]\], yet the DIP MOI was still estimated using the B&C calculations. The deviation of the assay data from the linear relationship has never been fully explained. We asked whether the B&C assay could still correctly estimate the DIP MOI when these deviations are apparent, and if not, we were further interested in determining if there were any constraints on the applicability of the B&C assay that were not stated in the original publication \[[@RSIF20160412C20]\].

We used a mathematical model of influenza A virus infection (LIB model) to simulate *in vitro* infections in the presence of DIPs, in order to reproduce and verify the B&C assay. In the LIB model, we introduced two key co-infection parameters: the co-infection window (how long after STV infection cells block further infection by other virions), and the fraction of STV to DIP progeny (PFU per DIP) produced by cells co-infected by DIP and STV. In general, our results show that the B&C assay will correctly estimate the DIP MOI in a sample when: (i) an STV-infected cell\'s co-infection window is approximately half the length of its eclipse phase (how long after initial infection the cell begins to produce progeny virion), (ii) cells co-infected by STV and DIP produce fewer than 1 STV per 10^3^ progeny DIP and (iii) the B&C assay is performed using a high STV MOI (greater than 4 PFU per cell) for initial infection. To our knowledge, this is the first time explicit conditions for proper use of the B&C assay have been identified.

In order to ensure the DIP MOI of a sample can be reliably estimated by performing a B&C assay, one should visually verify that the data generated by their B&C assay follows a straight line, as described in more detail herein. If this is not the case then the curvature could be due to *Cause 1:* the use of a DIP-free STV stock which infects cells with an STV MOI that is too low. The STV stock should be concentrated until a high STV MOI can be achieved;*Cause 2:* too high a DIP MOI in the sample whose DIP content is to be quantified. The sample should be diluted further before it is used to perform the B&C assay;*Cause 3:* the key co-infection parameters of the specific virus of interest (i.e. length of co-infection window, fraction of STV produced by co-infected cells) not meeting the conditions we outline herein; and/or*Cause 4:* the specific virus of interest having a mechanism of interference inconsistent with that assumed by the B&C assay and described herein.

While the first two causes can be addressed by modifying the experimental procedure, the last two are virus-dependent and thus cannot be remediated. In such a case, a different assay would need to be designed and our findings might not apply.

Throughout our work, we made several reasonable assumptions, and so, our results should be taken with the following caveats in mind. First, we assumed that the STV stock was DIP-free. Practically, we do not know how close to 'DIP-free' an STV stock can be made, because the effectiveness of methods to reduce the concentration of DIPs (e.g. low MOI passaging) remains yet to be quantified. However, we expect that an STV stock containing DIPs would only diminish the B&C assay\'s sensitivity to samples containing very high DIP concentrations, and this can be easily fixed by further diluting the sample whose DIP content is to be quantified using the B&C assay. Second, we assumed that the generation of de novo DIPs by STV-only infected cells was a negligible source of DIPs, compared with the amplification of DIPs already in a sample. This is reasonable because replicase errors should occur relatively infrequently. Even if the generation of DIPs was not negligible, the LIB model predicts there would be no impact on the relative yield if the B&C assay is performed properly as a single-cycle infection, with an intermediate co-infection window and low fraction of STV progeny produced by co-infected cells. As such, the findings presented herein hold irrespective of these assumptions. Additionally, our validation of B&C is linked to the assumptions made in the LIB model specific to the mechanisms of interference by influenza A DIPs. These include the assumption that DIP-only infected cells remain susceptible to STV co-infection for any length of time; that the timing of DIP + STV co-infection does not affect the amount or ratio of progeny produced; that the magnitude of the interference is independent of the number of infecting STV and DIP; and that both infected and co-infected cells produce the same amount of progeny. Herein, we provide justification for these assumptions in the context of influenza A STV and DIP infection. If a virus\' mechanism for interference is different from that assumed here, then there could yet be other reasons why that virus cannot be characterized by B&C. For example, DIPs of VSV have been shown to exhibit a multiple-hit inhibition mechanism, which is incompatible with both the LIB model and the assumptions of the B&C assay, as shown in \[[@RSIF20160412C32],[@RSIF20160412C33]\].

To our knowledge, all assays to quantify the presence of DIPs in a sample to date rely on the same principles and calculations as the B&C assay, differing only in their endpoint, i.e. the *y*-axis in the B&C plot. B&C assume that DIP + STV co-infected cells produce only DIP such that the reduction in STV yield (their endpoint) corresponds to a proportional reduction in STV-only infected cells in favour of STV + DIP co-infected cells, as performed in \[[@RSIF20160412C20]--[@RSIF20160412C22],[@RSIF20160412C33],[@RSIF20160412C34]\]. In the variation of the B&C assay performed in \[[@RSIF20160412C24],[@RSIF20160412C35],[@RSIF20160412C36]\], after inoculation and incubation, infected and co-infected cells are trypsinized, and plated onto a new monolayer under agar. In their assay, the reduction in STV-only infected cells is counted as a reduction in visible plaques, rather than a reduction in STV yield. As such, this assay is in all ways equivalent to that performed by B&C, and our findings apply to it also. The other variation of the B&C assay performed in \[[@RSIF20160412C16],[@RSIF20160412C23],[@RSIF20160412C25],[@RSIF20160412C26],[@RSIF20160412C37]\] assumes that cells co-infected by STV + DIP will be protected from cytopathic effects (CPE) whereas those infected by STV alone will exhibit CPE. In their assay, the reduction in STV-only infected cells is counted as a reduction in CPE, rather than a reduction in STV yield. Herein, because of our focus on influenza A virus, we have assumed both STV-only and STV + DIP-infected cells will have the same lifespan and thus exhibit the same CPE profile. This assumption is supported by both our prior work \[[@RSIF20160412C11],[@RSIF20160412C27]--[@RSIF20160412C29]\] and findings reported in \[[@RSIF20160412C21]\], but is in contradiction with that reported in \[[@RSIF20160412C37]\], all in the context of influenza A virus infections in the presence of DIPs. Nonetheless, for viruses where DIP co-infection is truly protective from CPE, use of the CPE as the endpoint in the B&C calculation will result in a valid, linear relationship only if the virus\' co-infection window is of intermediate duration relative to its eclipse phase (as with STV yield reduction), but would not require that co-infected cells produce negligible amounts of STV (as is needed when using STV yield reduction). As we did not explore such a mechanism herein, however, it is possible that using CPE as the endpoint requires additional constraints not explored here.

While our work explains why not obtaining a linear relationship means B&C is not valid, we cannot guarantee that obtaining a straight line means B&C is valid. As such, it is important to ensure the above criteria are met even when a linear trend is obtained. The B&C assay has already been applied to viruses such as the Sindbis virus \[[@RSIF20160412C34],[@RSIF20160412C35]\], lymphocytic choriomeningitis virus \[[@RSIF20160412C23]--[@RSIF20160412C25]\], infectious pancreatic necrosis virus \[[@RSIF20160412C16]\], respiratory syncytial virus \[[@RSIF20160412C26]\], mumps virus \[[@RSIF20160412C22]\] and influenza A virus \[[@RSIF20160412C21],[@RSIF20160412C36],[@RSIF20160412C37]\]. Herein, we describe reliable procedures to determine a virus\' key co-infection parameters and verify Cause 3 via simple, conventional, *in vitro* infection experiments, using influenza A virus as an example, so that others can follow our methods with their virus of interest. We hope that our work, and that of others before us \[[@RSIF20160412C32],[@RSIF20160412C33]\], will motivate others to do so. When applied correctly to quantify the DIP content of a suitable virus, the B&C assay is an effective methodology to reliably monitor DIP accumulation in high yield processes, determine actual dosages when DIPs are used as antivirals, and resolve the extent to which existing methods to reduce DIP contents in virus samples are effective. For viruses that do not meet the criteria identified herein, our LIB model, with appropriate modifications to capture the specific interference mechanism of that virus, could potentially help test alternatives to the B&C assay or even be used to directly quantify DIPs in that virus sample.
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